Greetings!
We deeply value your partnership and want to celebrate you and all that
you have accomplished. Welcome to Starburst Voyagers!
You have seen the invisible. You have achieved the impossible. You have
pushed the frontiers of monolithic data architectures. You have landed
on a “single point of secure data access.” You have taken your business to
new heights. You have uncovered valuable insights. You have trekked the
vast universe of data. You have taken a data journey like no other.
You have all the qualities of a true Voyager. We’d like to honor you for
the successful completion of the first phase of your data mission.
Please accept my humble invite to participate in the Starburst Voyager’s
Program so we can share your data journey with other inquisitive data
explorers.
As a thank you, you will receive a stellar trophy, a complimentary LODS
Seat (valued at $2,400), a first class preview of the Starburst roadmap,
personal brand building opportunities, and an invite to an exclusive
invite-only networking Holiday Party.
I sincerely hope you’re able to take this voyage with us!

Justin Borgman
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Who is a Starburst Voyager?

Someone who has trekked the vast
universe of data and embarked on
a data journey like no other

Someone who has seen the invisible
and achieved the impossible by
pushing the frontiers of monolithic
data architectures

Someone who has explored new
possibilities with data on prem, cloud,
and beyond – and landed on “single
point of secure data access”

Someone who has been able to
take their business to new heights
and uncover key insights with
Starburst by their side

Winning with Starburst
Being a Starburst Voyager calls for celebration!
Now that you’ve completed the first phase of your data mission,
it’s time you received some credit for a mission well accomplished.
We want to celebrate you, Starburst Voyager, for all the hard work
you’ve put into this partnership and the things you’ve been able to
accomplish with Starburst propelling you onward and upward.

We’ll be showcasing all our Voyagers throughout the month of
December through compelling video and written content. The
program will conclude with special honors from our Co-founder,
Chairman & CEO, Justin Borgman, giving you all the air time you
deserve to share the glory you’ve brought to your organizations as
true voyagers — pioneers, enablers, and coaches.

In addition, you’ll receive:
Starburst Voyager Swag Bag on Sign-Up
A Celestial Trophy on Completion of
the Program
Complimentary Learn on Demand Systems
(LODS) Seat or Access to the Starburst Skills
Library, valued at $2,4000

A First Class Preview of the Starburst
Roadmap
An Invitation to our Customer Advisory Board
Personal Brand Building Opportunities

This program will culminate in an exclusive, invite-only (virtual) networking
holiday party hosted by Starburst, just for you – Starburst Voyagers.

How Do I Participate?
Participation is simple.
All you need to do is complete a written or video interview that we
can publish on our website (with your team’s consent). Many other
visibility activities like speaking engagements, award submissions,
and media opportunities will be made available to you that you can
opt in or out of. Please confirm your interest by replying to this email,
getting in touch with your Starburst AE/TAM, and/or writing
to content@starburst.io.
As a Voyager, you are a leader amongst many. So, we invite you to
share your knowledge with other travelers. Contribute by sharing
your personal journeys of data exploration and stories of innovation
with other data explorers.

content@starburst.io

Get in-touch with your AE/CSM

We can’t wait to launch
this next phase of our
journey with you!

Voyagers Question Bank
What inspired you to go with Starburst?

Which business outcomes are you most proud of?

Where does Starburst fit in your overall data strategy?

What success have you been able to measure?

Which critical technologies are you integrating with
Starburst?

Do you think decentralized data access and Data Mesh
are the future of analytics at scale?

What are your three favorite Starburst features?

Space Fun... More Questions
Your first computer?

If you could pick a science mission to explore any
destination in the solar system, what would you

Astronaut or a space tourist?

choose?

Blue Origin or Virgin Galactic?

If you could open an office on any planet, which one

Star Wars, Star Trek, or the MCU?
If you could give an intelligent alien one book, which
one would you pick?

would you choose?
If you could name your own star, what would you
call it?

Let’s
Celebrate
You!

After a long intergalactic journey, there is no
better way to celebrate than with a holiday party!
This exclusive party is a great way to network with
fellow Voyagers and the perfect celebration of all of your
accomplishments.
More details to come!

